The Community Affairs team is working with Wrench Detroit to build and provide bicycles for children in Detroit neighborhoods. We would like to invite BOMA members and their extended staff to participate by sponsoring a bike, or lock. You also have the opportunity to build the bikes at the Southfield Town Center on Thursday, March 19th. We hope you will join us in our community works this year!

**BOMA Works Build a Bike**

**Thursday, March 19, 2020**

4:00 pm – 6:30 pm

Sponsor a Bike and Lock/Bell for $150

Sponsor a Bike for $120

Be a Builder—Lock/Bell Sponsor for $30

Builders will arrive at the Southfield Town Center Atrium at 4:00 pm for registration and will be assigned to a builder team of 3-5 persons. Each team will have 4-5 bikes to assemble; the bikes will be age appropriate and donated to children in Detroit neighborhoods, in partnership with Wrench Detroit.

**Southfield Town Center |**

3000 Town Center #2500, Southfield, MI 48075

**In Partnership With...**

**About Wrench Detroit**

Soon after acquiring her artist workspace on Vermont in Detroit, founding member Jean Wilson was approached by a group of neighborhood kids asking if she could fix their bikes. They led her to a tangled pile of rusted bikes and a mission was born: to repair and provide bikes to children who, otherwise, would not have the means to own one.

Wrench has provided more than 1,000 free bikes to area kids and repaired hundreds more. Wrench Detroit currently operates in four Detroit neighborhoods, periodically returning to keep those bikes in good repair.

Detroit is a rising bike culture city and we want to share that with every child in need.

**Fall 2020 Neighborhood Cleanup Coming Soon!**

**Build Team—Build Community**
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☐ YES, I would like to sponsor a bike & lock/bell at $150
☐ Please check if you will also attend & be a bike builder.

☐ YES, I would like to sponsor a bike at $120.
☐ Please check if you will also attend & be a bike builder.

☐ YES, I will be a bike builder, $30 (locks/bells fund).

NAME (s)____________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Company_____________________________________

Email________________________________________

Phone_______________________________________

MC/VISA AMX Check

AMOUNT $________ _______________________________

Card Holder:_____________________________________

Billing Address: ___________________________________

CCV:_____________

Thank You